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ABSTRACT Universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) systems offer flexibility of filtering arbitrary number
of subcarriers to suppress out of band emission while keeping the orthogonality between subcarriers and
robustness to transceiver imperfections. Such properties enable it as a promising candidate waveform for
the Internet of Things communications. However, subband filtering may affect system performance and
capacity in a number of ways. In this paper, we first propose the conditions for interference-free one-tap
equalization and corresponding signal model in the frequency domain for the UFMC system. The impact of
subband filtering on the system performance is analyzed in terms of average signal-to-noise ratio, capacity
and bit error rate (BER), and compared with the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system. This is
followed by filter length selection strategies to provide guidelines for system design. Next, by taking carrier
frequency offset, timing offset, insufficient guard interval between symbols, and filter tail cutting (TC) into
consideration, an analytical system model is established. In addition, a set of optimization criteria in terms
of filter length and guard interval/filter TC length subject to various constraints is formulated to maximize
the system capacity. The numerical results show that the analytical and corresponding optimal approaches
match the simulation results, and the proposed equalization algorithms can significantly improve the BER
performance.

INDEX TERMS Universal filtered multi-carrier, transceiver imperfection, radio access network slicing,
mixed numerology, zero padding, optimization, one-tap interference-free equalization, performance analy-
sis, IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION
As a promising air-interface waveform candidate solution
for the 5th generation wireless communications and beyond,
universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) has drawn signif-
icant attentions by academia and industry in the last few
years [1]–[5]. It inherits advantageous properties of OFDM
systems, e.g., ease in the implementation of multi-antenna
techniques low complexity and effective one-tap channel
equalization [6], [7], but offers significantly lower out-of-
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band (OoB) emission than OFDM system [1]–[3], leading
to improved spectrum efficiency. Comparing with filter-bank
multi-carrier (FBMC) system [8], [9], UFMC system pro-
vides flexibility to filter a subband that consists of an arbi-
trary number of consecutive subcarriers, which provide a
possibility of utilizing fragmented spectrum for short pack-
age communication, such as narrowband Internet of Things
(NB-IoT). In addition, it has been reported in [10] and [11]
that UFMC system is more robust to transceiver imperfec-
tions such as carrier frequency offset (CFO) and timing
offset (TO), which is a critical design criterion for a waveform
when employed in multi-cell cooperation scenarios and low-
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cost low-complexity devices (e.g. machine type communi-
cations (MTC) and low-end IoT devices) [12]. In addition
to the benefits in performance and theOoB emission, themost
significant advantage of the UFMC system over OFDM
system is the design flexibility, which enables the system
to adapt to the requirements of specific user, service types
and channels by adjusting the subband filter and system
parameters.

All the benefits listed above are subject to proper subband
filter design. For a given type of subband filter,1 the filter
length is a key parameter affecting the system performance
in different ways. A longer filter not only leads to lower
OoB emission, but also results in better frequency localiza-
tion and makes the system more robust to synchronization
errors and multipath fading channels. However, a longer fil-
ter also causes several drawbacks including more frequency
selective filter response (or narrower filter bandwidth) along
subcarriers within one subband and larger overhead, reducing
transmission efficiency in the time domain.

The effects on system performance are even more
intricate when considering filter tail cutting (TC) to save
overhead or insertion of guard interval between symbols to
combat the effect of multipath fading channel. In the original
UFMC implementation, guard interval between symbols such
as cyclic prefix (CP) or zero padding (ZP) is not required in
order to save the overhead [4], [13]–[15]. Such a system is
not orthogonal in multipath fading channel environments and
one-tap equalization is not interference-free. However, it has
been claimed that the filter length takes approximately the
same length as the CP length in an OFDM system, leading
to negligible performance loss [4], [10], [16]. This is due to
soft protection, against the multipath channel effect, provided
by filter ramp up and ramp down at the edges of symbols.
However, this claim has not been proved analytically and
it does not hold in some scenarios such as harsh channel
conditions, where the filter ramp up and ramp down at the
edges of symbols might not be sufficient to overcome the
multipath channel and the performance loss is likely to be
significant. Alternatively, cyclic prefix (CP) as an option can
be added to avoid the inter-symbol interference (ISI) [2],
[17]. However, the system can not achieve interference-free
one-tap equalization either since the circular convolution
property is destroyed. On the other hand, filter tail can be
cut partly (preferably from both sides) to further reduce the
system overhead as compared to the state-of-the-art (SoTA)
UFMC system. This operationmay result in performance loss
but reduces the overall overhead. However, OoB emission
level might be affected by the TC operation depending on
the cutting length. In order to analyze the impact of filter
length, ZP/CP or filter TC on the performance of a UFMC
system and give useful guidelines for the system design,
it is necessary to build a system model by taking all of the

1Note that the subband filter is a bandpass filter, and normally is sym-
metrical with well time and frequency localization property. In addition,
Chebyshev filter is a favourable selection for UFMC system [2].

listed imperfection factors into consideration in multipath
fading channel. A comprehensive analytical framework is
also essential for optimal design of equalization and channel
estimation algorithms.

Insufficient CP length with CFO and TO errors are mod-
eled in [18] for OFDM systems and the optimal CP length for
maximizing capacity is formulated in [19]. For the UFMC
system, the original UFMC has been shown to be less sus-
ceptible to CFO and TO in comparison to CP-OFDM [4]
via numerical results and simulations. For analytical model,
the performance of UFMC systems in the presence of CFO
was analyzed in [13] and a filter was optimized to minimize
the out of band leakage (OBL) in [20] by considering both
CFO and TO. However, only single-path flat fading channel
was considered in [13] and [20]. In addition, the signal model
in [20] is not fully derived as it contains convolution operation
in the analytical expression. While such a model is impor-
tant to evaluate a practical communication system, especially
for systems which involves low cost and low complexity
MTC/IoT devices.

Theoretically, to completely eliminate the effect of multi-
path channel by one-tap channel equalization, ZP/CP length
longer or equal to the channel length should be added between
UFMC symbols. However, similar to an OFDM system,
sufficient ZP/CP length may yield marginal performance
improvement at the cost of unnecessary overhead [19]. More-
over, in some scenarios (e.g., short channel length) ZP is
not required at all, and the filter TC might be necessary to
further reduce the system overhead. Therefore, for an opti-
mal system, we conjecture that there is an optimal length
of ZP/CP, filter TC and filter that is neither too short to
combat the channel multipath effect, CFO and TO, nor too
long to compromise the transmission efficiency. To the best
of our knowledge, this is still an open issue for UFMC
systems. The CP-UFMC system has been proposed in [17]
and the performance are analyzed with insufficient CP length.
In addition, a subband filtered multicarrier (SFMC) based
multi-service system framework has been proposed in [21].
The system can flexibly support multiple types of services
with each having its optimal frame structures and a lowOoBE
waveform (e.g., UFMC) working on the top to isolate the
inter-service-band-interference. However, the properties of
UFDM system and how does the filter parameters affect the
single service band performance has not been investigated.

In this paper, we first consider an ideal case forMU-UFMC
systems in Section II where the transceivers are assumed
to be perfectly synchronized without any CFO and TO.
Propositions are made for interference-free one-tap equaliza-
tion, performance comparison to OFDM system and filter
length selection. To reduce the overhead and adapt imper-
fect transceiver, the signal model for MU-UFMC consid-
ering insufficient ZP length, TC, CFO and TO is derived
in Section III. In addition, new equalization algorithms are
proposed to improve the system performance. Based on this
analytical framework, a set of optimization problems in terms
of filter length and ZP length is formulated to maximize the
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capacity in Section IV. The contributions and novelties of this
paper are summarized as follows:
• In the absence of transceiver imperfections (e.g., CFO,
TO, etc.), we first make propositions to illustrate the
conditions for interference-free one-tap equalization and
the corresponding system model for MU-UFMC sys-
tem. Then a set of propositions is proposed and proved
for performance analysis in terms of subband average
output SNR, capacity per subcarrier and BER. These
properties explain the performance loss due to introduc-
ing subband filtering in UFMC systems in ideal case in
comparison to OFDM system. In addition, we define
a new metric for UFMC subband filter, i.e., peak-to-
bottom-power-ratio (PBPR) as a key parameter to guide
the filter length selection.

• We derive an analytical expression for MU-UFMC
system signal in terms of desired signal, inter-carrier
interference (ICI), inter-symbol interference (ISI) and
noise by considering insufficient ZP length, filter TC,
CFO and TO. This analytical framework provides useful
guidelines for practical algorithm design and further sys-
tem performance analysis. The work also explains why
the UFMC system is robust to dispersive channels and
transceiver imperfections. In addition, it also calculates
how much performance loss will be incurred in a given
channel and transceiver imperfections.

• We propose a set of optimization criteria in terms
of filter, ZP (or TC) length to maximize the system
capacity. We start from a set of capacity optimization
problems without the overhead constraint. This can be
done e.g. by fixing filter length to optimize the ZP
(or TC) length, or vice versa, or in a more general case,
optimizing both filter length and ZP (or TC) length
to achieve the global optimal solutions. On the other
hand, when the system is designed with a fixed over-
head, we optimize the proportion between filter length
and ZP length to maximize the system capacity. The
optimization problems represent different system design
criteria to meet different design requirements in various
environments.

• Based on the analytical framework, the derived sig-
nal model and variances of ICI and ISI, we propose
a set of channel equalization algorithms, by consider-
ing not only the noise but also the interference, which
can provide significant gain in terms of BER perfor-
mance in comparison to OFDM and the SoTA UFMC
systems.

Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower-
case and uppercase bold letters, and {·}H , {·}T , {·}∗ stand
for the Hermitian conjugate, transpose and conjugate oper-
ation, respectively. E{a} denotes the expectation of a. We use
trace{A} to denote taking the trace of matrixA. diag{a} refers
to reframing a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements
being the elements of vector a. IM and 0m×n refer toM ×M
identitymatrix andm×n zeromatrix, respectively. Operator ∗

denotes linear convolution of two vectors. dae and bac denote
ceiling and floor operations on a, respectively.

II. MU-UFMC SYSTEM MODEL AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS IN THE ABSENCE OF
TRANSCEIVER IMPERFECTION
A. MU-UFMC SYSTEM
Let us consider a multicarrier system with N subcarriers
with the index set U = [0, 1, · · · ,N − 1]. The N subcar-
riers are divided into M subbands with the m-th subband
comprising of Nm consecutive subcarriers from set U and
N0+N1+· · ·NM−1 = N .2 It implies that the subcarrier index
set for the m-th subband is Um = [

∑m−1
i=0 Ni,

∑m−1
i=0 Ni +

1, · · · ,
∑m

i=0 Ni − 1]. Note that the following derivations are
for downlink transmission, however, the basic idea can be
easily extended to uplink. In theMU scenario, we assume that
theM subbands are assigned to K users each occupying from
at least 1 to several subbands depending on system design and
radio resource management. The subbands allocated to one
user can be either contiguous or non-contiguous to achieve
frequency diversity gain.

Assume the modulated symbols transmitted on the N sub-
carriers are a = [a(0), a(1), · · · , a(N−1)]T and E{|a(i)|2} =
ρ2sym , for i = 0, 1, · · · ,N − 1. Split the vector a into non-
overlapping sub-vectors as a = [a0; a1; · · · ; aM−1], where
am = [a(

∑m−1
i=0 Ni), a(

∑m−1
i=0 Ni+ 1), · · · , a(

∑m
i=0 Ni− 1)]T

is anNm column vector consisting of symbols a(i) transmitted
in them-th subband, as shown in Fig. 1. Let us assume that the
m-th subband filter is fm = [fm(0), fm(1), · · · , fm(LF,m − 1)]
and without loss of generality, we assume that the power
of fm is normalized to unity, i.e.,

∑LF,m−1
i=0 |fm(i)|2 = 1.

Generally, the filter lengths for different subbands (e.g., LF,m1
and LF,m2) are not necessarily the same, particularly for the
subbands assigned to different users. For a unified expression
for MU-UFMC, let us assume LF,max = max(LF,m) for
m ∈ [0, 1, · · · ,M − 1] and define Am ∈ C(N+LF,max−1)×N

as the Toeplitz matrix of fm with its first column being f̃m =
[fm, 01×(N+LF,max−1−LF,m)]

T
∈ C(N+LF,max−1)×1 and first row

being [fm(0), 01×(N−1)] ∈ C1×N . We can write the transmit-
ted signal after subband filtering, as shown in Fig. 1, as:

q =
M−1∑
m=0

1
ρm

fm ∗ (Dmam) =
M−1∑
m=0

1
ρm

AmDmam, (1)

whereDm ∈ CN×Nm is the (
∑m−1

i=0 Ni+1)-th to the (
∑m

i=0 Ni)-
th columns of the N -point normalized IDFT (inverse dis-
crete Fourier transform) matrix D. The element of D in the
i-th row and n-th column is di,n = 1

√
N
ej·2π in/N . ρm =√

1
Nm

trace(DH
mAH

mAmDm) is the transmission power normal-
ization factor of the m-th subband. Due to the filter tail, q is
LF,max − 1 samples longer than the original input signal a.

2This equation implies that all of the N consecutive subcarriers are occu-
pied. Otherwise, the transmitting symbols can be set to zero at the unoccupied
subcarriers to satisfy the assumption.
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FIGURE 1. Blocks diagrams for MU-UFMC transmitter and receiver.

Unlike the OFDM system that treats all subcarriers equally
by a unified IDFT operation, equation (1) implies that UFMC
implemented in Fig. 1 splits the whole bandwidth into sub-
band and the signals transmitting in each subband am is
operated by the IDFT and subband filter in series. Then the
processed signals in all subbands 1

ρm
AmDmam are summed

together for transmission to the receivers.
Two different operations can be performed before transmit-

ting filtered signal to the users via wireless channel, as shown
in Fig. 1. One can either insert CP/ZP between symbols to
combat the effect of multipath channel fading or cut the filter
tails from either sides of q in order to reduce overhead albeit
at the expense of performance loss. The former may result
in performance gain in harsh channel conditions but would
incur additional overhead in the system in addition to filter
tails. Note that ZP and CP insertions are equivalent to OFDM
in terms of SNR performance in the ideal case3 [24]. In this
paper, we only consider zero padding and the model for CP
insertion can be derived in a similar way. For brevity, in the
rest of the paper, we will use OFDM to refer to ZP-OFDM,
unless specified otherwise. On the other hand, the tail cutting
operation saves the overhead but may result in performance
loss due to the loss of the filter integrity. To unify the expres-
sion of ZP and filter TC scenarios and simplify the following
derivations by a single parameter LZP, we define

q̃ =

{
[q; 0LZP×1] ∈ C(N+LF,max−1+LZP)×1 if LZP ≥ 0
q̂ ∈ C(N+LF,max−1+LZP)×1 if LZP < 0

(2)

q̂ is the filter vector after tail cutting comprising of the
(b |LZP|2 c + 1)-th to the (N + LF,max − |LZP| + b

|LZP|
2 c − 1)-

th elements of q. In other words, the front b |LZP|2 c and the
end |LZP| − b

|LZP|
2 c elements of q are cut off to reduce

overhead. Theoretically, the TC length |LZP| should be less
than LF,max −1 to keep the length of q̂ equal to or larger than
N . However, in most cases, for low level of OoB emission,
we should keep the TC length much smaller than the filter
length, i.e., |LZP| << LF,max .
Equation (2) indicates that when LZP ≥ 0, ZP will be

performed on q before it is transmitted over the wireless chan-
nel, while filter TC will be performed on q when LZP < 0.
However, whether LZP ≥ 0 or LZP < 0, the UFMC symbol
length will be N + LF,max + LZP − 1 and the overhead is
LF,max + LZP − 1, which is attributed to both filter tails and
ZP/TC.

3However, one should note that the CP and ZP OFDM systems can have
different power spectrum density performance [22], [23].

Let us assume the channel between the transmitter and
the k-th user at time t is hk (t) = [hk (0, t), hk (1, t), · · · , hk
(LCH ,k − 1, t)] where LCH ,k is the length of the
channel in UFMC samples. Without loss of generality,
we assume the overall channel gain for the k-th user
is
∑LCH ,k−1

i=0 E |hk (i, t)|2 = ρ2CH ,k . Using equation (1),
the received signal at the k-th user can be written as:

yk=hk (t) ∗ q̃+vk= Bk (t)
M−1∑
m=0

AmDmam+yk,ISI+vk , (3)

where vk = [vk (0), vk (1), . . . , vk (N +LF,max+LCH ,k −2)]T

is a complex-valued noise vector for the k-th user and its ele-
ments are drawn from Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and variance σ 2. Bk (t) ∈ C(N+LF,max+LCH ,k−2)×(N+LF,max−1)

is the equivalent channel convolution Toeplitz matrix of hk (t).
yk,ISI is the ISI due to insufficient ZP length. In the ideal
scenario without ISI, i.e., for yk,ISI = 0, the ZP length should
satisfies LZP ≥ LCH ,k − 1. This condition will be given
and proved in Proposition 1 in the next subsection. However,
the detailed expression for the ISI yk,ISI will be given in
Section III in the presence of synchronization errors and
insufficient guard interval between symbols. When LZP = 0
and K = 1, the system model in (3) is equivalent to SoTA
UFMC system [2], [4]. On the other hand, when LF,m = 1,
(3) is equivalent to an OFDM system.

We assume that the channel vector hk (t) has the following
property [6], [7]:

E{hk (l1, t1)h∗k (l2, t2)} = δ(l1 − l2)Rk (l1, t1 − t2), (4)

where Rk (l1, t1 − t2) is the autocorrelation function of the
channel hk (t) at the l1-th path and l2-th path at time t1 and t2.
δ(l) is the Kronecker delta function with δ(l) = 1 for l = 0
and δ(l) = 0 for l 6= 0. (4) implies that the channel taps are
uncorrelated.

To simplify the derivation that follows, let us define:

L1 = N + LF,max − 1, L2,k = L1 + LCH ,k − 1,

L3 = N + LF,max − 1+ LZP. (5)

B. INTERFERENCE-FREE ONE-TAP EQUALIZATION
To enable interference-free one-tap equalization design, it is
very important to design a system wherein the frequency
domain channel response and transmitted symbols have
point-wise multiplicative relationship, or equivalently, circu-
lar convolution relationship in the time domain.

In the SoTA UFMC systems with N subcarriers, channel
equalization is performed in several steps [2], [4]. First,
2N − L2,k zeros are appended at the end of yk to generate
vector ỹk with length 2N . Then 2N -point DFT is performed
on ỹk , followed by down-sampling by a factor of 2. Finally,
channel equalization is performed on the down-sampled sig-
nal. This implementation, however, will introduce ISI/ICI in
one-tap channel equalization in two scenarios. First scenario
is in multi-path fading channels where ISI will occur due
to the lack of guard interval between symbols. Even with
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CP added [2], the original UFMC system cannot achieve
interference-free one-tap equalization either since the circular
convolution property is destroyed.

Secondly, the implementation of 2N -point DFT operation
implies that the filter length plus the channel length is smaller
than N in order to make 2N − L2,k ≥ 0. However, it is not
necessary to limit the system design with this constraint in
general.

To achieve interference-free one-tap equalization, wemake
the following proposition for the MU-UFMC system
Proposition 1: Consider an MU-UFMC system that con-

sists of N subcarriers allocated to K users with the transmit-
ter and k-th user channel length being LCH ,k . Zero padding
length at the transmitter (on q in equation (1)) is LZP and
Nos,k -point DFT is performed at the receiver of the k-th
user. A necessary and sufficient condition for interference-
free one-tap channel/filter equalization at the receiver of the
k-th user is:

LZP ≥ LCH ,k − 1, and Nos,k = 2ηkN

with ηk ≥ dlog2(
L2,k
N

)e, (6)

and the signal model for the n-th subcarrier of the k-th user
in the m-th subband is

zk (n) =
1

ρm
√
2ηk

Hk (n, t)Fm(n)a(n)+ vos,k (n), (7)

where vos,k (n) =
∑L2,k−1

l=0
1√
Nos,k

e−j2πnl/N vk (l) is

the noise after DFT and down-sampling operations.
Hk (n, t) =

∑LCH ,k−1
l=0 e−j2πnl/Nhk (l, t) and Fm(n) =∑LF,m−1

l=0 e−j2πnl/N fm(l) are the channel and filter response
in frequency domain, respectively.

Proof: See Appendix A.
From equation (7), it is obvious that the subcarriers are

decoupled in frequency domain and the standard one-tap
channel equalization algorithms such as ZF or MMSE can
be applied. Note that LCH ,k and LF,m could be larger than N .
If LCH ,k ≤ N and LF,m ≤ N , then Hk (n, t) and Fm(n) are the
n-th element of N -point DFT transformation of hk (t) and fm,
respectively. In any case, we have E |Hk (n, t)|2 = ρ2CH ,k and∑N−1

n=0 E |Fm(n)|2 = Nm
∑LF,m−1

i=0 |fm(i)|2 = Nm.
Proposition 1 gives conditions for interference-free equal-

ization for user k in the MU-UFMC system. If we aim to
achieve an interference-free system for all K users, the con-
dition is specified as LZP ≥ LCH ,max − 1 and Nos =
2ηmaxN with ηmax ≥ dlog2(

L2,max
N )e, where L2,max =

max(L2,k ) for k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1.
Proposition 2: Consider an MU-UFMC system and the

parameters setting for the k-th user satisfying Proposition 1.
The SNR at the n-th subcarrier of user k in subband m can be
written as:

E{SNR(n)} =
1

ρ2m2ηk
E |Hk (n, t)Fm(n)a(n)|2

E |vos,k (n)|2

=
N
L2,k
·
ρ2sym

σ 2 · ρ
2
CH ,k ·

1
ρ2m
· |Fm(n)|2. (8)

FIGURE 2. Filter frequency response in 3 consecutive subbands for
different filter length (N = 240, chebyshev filter with OoB emission level
−50 dB).

Proof: Note that E |Hk (n, t)Fm(n)a(n)|2 = ρ2CH ,kρ
2
sym

|Fm(n)|2 since E |Hk (n, t)|2 = ρ2CH ,k and E |a(n)|2 = ρ2sym.

Noise variance is given by E |vos,k (n)|2 = E |
∑L2,k−1

l=0
1√
Nos,k

e−j2πnl/N vk (l)|2 =
∑L2,k−1

l=0
1

Nos,k
E |vk (l)|2 = L2,k/Nos,kσ 2.

Substituting Nos,k = 2ηkN and expressions of signal and
noise power into E{SNR(n)} leads to equation (8).

The SNR at the n-th subcarrier depends on the subband
index m and the location of the subcarrier in the subband
(i.e., index n), i.e., it is proportional to 1

ρ2m
and |Fm(n)|2. The

latter in general is fixed but varies along the subcarriers in a
particular subband. Fig. 2 gives an example of FIRChebyshev
filter response in frequency domain (i.e., |Fm(n)|2) at different
subcarriers. It clearly shows that the filter response depends
on filter length and is frequency selective along subcarriers.
It is also noted that the variance is considerably large when
the filter length increases.

When filter length LF,m = 1, equation (8) leads to an
OFDM system with sufficient ZP length. Then Fm(n) is con-
stant along the subcarriers (as shown in Fig. 2) and L2,k =
N + LCH ,k − 1 with LCH ,k − 1 being the ZP length. We can
easily obtain ρ2m = 1, then signal model in (7) becomes
z(n) = 1

√
2ηk

Hk (n, t)a(n) + vos,k (n). Consequently, (8) rep-
resents SNR for interference-free ZP-OFDM system as:

E{SNRofdm} =
N
L2,k
·
ρ2sym

σ 2 · ρ
2
CH ,k for n ∈ U . (9)

It can be concluded that UFMC is a generalized OFDM
system. In addition, equation (9) confirms that the SNR of
the n-th subcarrier is independent of its location in a subband
and subband index itself. Therefore, the subband indexm and
subcarrier index n are omitted in the sequel.

C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
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WITH OFDM SYSTEM
In comparison to OFDM system, Fig. 2 shows positive filter
gain in the middle of a subband and negative filter gain at
its edges. In order to present an overall view of the system
performance in comparison to OFDM system in perfect case
(i.e., no CFO/TO/TC), we focus on the average performance
in one subband, in terms of output SNR, capacity and BER.
It is expecting that UFMC performs inferior than OFDM sys-
temwith ideal transceivers. However, generic cases of UFMC
system with transceiver imperfections will be discussed in
Section III, where we will show the performance gain over
the OFDM system.

1) OUTPUT SNR
The frequency selectivity of the filter is the essence of the
UFMC system design to make the system well-localized
in the frequency domain to combat multipath channel and
reduce the OoB emission. However, similar to the side effects
of the channel frequency selectivity, the filter frequency
selectivity may cause system performance loss, as analyzed
in the following proposition:
Proposition 3: Consider an MU-UFMC system with

LF,m > 1 and the parameters for the k-th user satisfying
equation (6) in Proposition 1. The subband filtering leads
to performance loss in terms of average output SNR along
the subcarriers in m-th subband in comparison to the OFDM
system, i.e.,

E{SNRm} =
1
Nm

∑
n∈Um

E{SNR(n)} ≤ E{SNRofdm}. (10)

The equality holds only when M = 1.
Proof: See Appendix B.

This proposition implies that in the ideal case when
equation (6) is satisfied, the UFMC systemwith only one sub-
band will have the same performance as the OFDM system
in terms of average SNR.

2) CAPACITY
The conclusion can be extended to system capacity without
considering the overhead in high SNR region.
Proposition 4: Consider an MU-UFMC system with

LF,m > 1 and assume the parameters for the k-th user satisfy
equation (6) in Proposition 1. In addition, we assume the
subband bandwidth is small enough to be within the coher-
ence bandwidth. In the high-SNR region, i.e., SNR(n) � 1,
the MU-UFMC system incurs performance loss in terms
of average capacity per subcarrier in the m-th subband in
comparison to the OFDM system, i.e.,

Cm ≈
1
Nm

E[
∑
n∈Um

log2(SNR(n)] ≤ C
ofdm. (11)

The approximation leads to the relationship Cm = Cofdm
≈

E(log2[α/ρ2m|Hk (i, t)|2) with α = N/L2,kρ2sym/σ
2 only when

M = 1, i.e., the bandwidth has one subband only.
Proof: See Appendix C.

3) BER
Now we analyze the BER performance of quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) schemes. The BER forMmod -QAM
can be calculated as [25]:

BER(n) = 2(1−
1

√
Mmod

)Q
(√

3SNR(n)
Mmod − 1

)
. (12)

The calculation of analytical BER expression is complex due
to the Q-function Q(·). Thus, we use the following approxi-
mation of the Q-function as proposed in [25]:

Q(x) ≈
1
12
e−

x2
2 +

1
6
e−

2x2
3 . (13)

Based on the approximation in (13), we have the following
proposition:
Proposition 5: Let us consider the same system as that

assumed in Proposition 4. UFMC system in the m-th subband
suffers performance loss in terms of average BER in the m-th
subband as compared to the OFDM system, i.e.,

BERm ≥ BERofdm, (14)

where BERm = 1
Nm

E{
∑

n∈Um BERm(n)} and BERofdm ≈

E(e−φ1|Hk (n,t)|2α+e−φ2|Hk (n,t)|2α), with φ1 = 3
2(Mmod−1)

, φ2 =
2

(Mmod−1)
.

Proof: See Appendix D.
Similarly, we have 1

Nm

∑
n∈Um e

−φ2 SNR(n) ≥ e−φ2|Hk (i,t)|
2α .

Therefore, BERm ≥ E(e−φ1|Hk (i,t)|2α + e−φ2|Hk (i,t)|
2α) =

BERofdm.
Proposition 5 concludes that due to the introduction of

the filter and unequal power allocation to different subcar-
riers, the average BER performance in one subband is worse
than OFDM system. This is due to frequency selective filter
response that is higher in the middle of the subband than the
subcarriers at the edges. This leads to a high possibility of
erroneous detection at the edges, while the response at middle
subcarriers may be sometimes unnecessarily high leading to
power waste.

D. FILTER LENGTH SELECTION
For a given type of filter, it is usually recommended that
the filter length should be comparable to the channel length
(or CP length in CP-OFDM systems), as proposed in the
SoTA UFMC system [2], [4], [10], [16]. This claim is neither
accurate nor generally applicable to all scenarios. As men-
tioned earlier, filter length impacts the performance in differ-
ent ways. Without considering CFO, TO and insufficient ZP
length, longer filter length leads to greater frequency selectiv-
ity and less effective power allocation along the subcarriers in
a subband, resulting in performance loss.

To select a filter to achieve a given performance, we have
to consider the performance in every subcarrier within the
subband as proposed in Proposition 3, 4 and 5, which results
in a very complex procedure.

To simplify the filter length selection procedure for a
given performance, let us define a new metric: filter peak-
to-bottom-gain-ratio (PBGR) in one subband as
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FIGURE 3. Relation of filter length LF with N/Nm in various PBGR
(N = 512, chebyshev-filter, OoB emission level −50 dB).

ξ =
|Fm(d

Nm
2 e)|

2

|Fm(0)|2
, (15)

where Fm(d
Nm
2 e) and Fm(0) are filter frequency response

at the middle and edge of the m-th subband, respectively.
Instead of using filter response at all subcarriers in a sub-
band, we exploit the single parameter ξ to map the subband
performance approximately. To show the effectiveness of the
simplification, we use numerical method to show the rela-
tionship of LF,m and N/Nm for different PBGR ξ in Fig. 3.
The required filter length is increasing with N/Nm linearly.
For example, if PBGR ξ = 3 dB and N/Nm = 10,
(i.e., the whole bandwidth is 10 times of subband bandwidth)
then from Fig. 3, we can see the filter length should be
selected as 13. While N/Nm = 20, the filter length should be
LF,m = 26 approximately. Therefore, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 6: The filter length LF,m, parameter N

Nm
and

PBGR ξ have the following linear relationship

LF,m = λ(ξ ) ·
N
Nm
, (16)

where λ(ξ ) is a non-zero scalar and it is a function of ξ . Unfor-
tunately, λ(ξ ) can only be achieved by numerical method as
in Fig. 3. We can also observe that smaller ξ leads to a more
flat curve since it requires shorter filter to achieve a better
PBGR (i.e., smaller ξ ). ξ = 0 dB is an extreme case which
refers to no frequency selectivity across the subcarriers in
a subband and renders the UFMC system equivalent to an
OFDM system (i.e., LF,m = 1).
Proposition 6 (and Fig. 3) can be used in multiple ways

for system design. For example, we can select appropriate
subband bandwidth to achieve a certain ξ for a given total
number of subcarriers N and filter length LF,m. Similarly,
for given filter length and N/Nm, it is easy to calculate
corresponding ξ .

III. UFMC IN THE PRESENCE OF CFO, TO, TC AND
INSUFFICIENT ZP LENGTH
In the previous section, we made some propositions on fil-
ter design and performance analysis of UFMC system in
ideal cases, which sheds light on the system performance
bound and comparison to the OFDM system in ideal cases.
However, due to the hardware impairments and imperfect
synchronization mechanisms, a certain level of CFO and
TO will always be present in practical systems. Moreover,
sufficient ZP length is not always guaranteed (and sometimes
unnecessary) in order to reduce the overhead of the system,
and in some cases, the filter tail may be cut to further reduce
the overhead. In this section, we will first derive the system
model by taking all aforementioned imperfections into con-
sideration. Based on this model, the performance is analyzed
in terms of power of desired signal, ICI and ISI. Finally, new
one-tap equalization algorithms are proposed.

In order to derive a unified expression for both TC and ZP
on the filtered signal q, we define the following parameter: let
LTC = |LZP|, LTC,U = b

|LZP|
2 c and LTC,D = |LZP| − LTC,U if

LZP < 0; LTC = LTC,U = LTC,D = 0 if LZP ≥ 0.

A. SIGNAL MODEL IN THE PRESENCE OF CFO,
TO AND INSUFFICIENT ZP LENGTH
Let us denote the CFO, normalized by subcarrier spacing1f ,
in the m-th subband as εm.4 Then we can rewrite the signal q
in (1) as:

q(l) =
M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
i=0

∑
n∈Um

ej2π i(n+εm)/N fm(l − i)a(n), (17)

where l = LTC,U ,LTC,U + 1, · · · ,L1 − 1 − LTC . Note here
the range of l is such that both ZP and filter TC effects are
taken into account. The first and the second summation are
due to the filter response convolution and IDFT operations,
respectively. The output of all filters at each subband will
be added together and sent to the receiver over the channel.
Considering τk as timing synchronization error, normalized
by the sample duration (1T/N with 1T being the symbol
duration), at the k-th user, received signal at user k can be
expressed as:

yk (r) =
∞∑

e=−∞

L1−1−LTC∑
l=LTC,U

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
i=0

∑
n∈Um

ej2π i(n+εm)/N

· hk (r − l − eL3 + τk + LTC,U , t)fm(l − i)a(n),

(18)

where r = 0, 1, · · · ,L3 − 1. According to the Proposition 1,
one of the conditions for k-th user to achieve the interference-
free one-tap channel equalization is to set LZP ≥ LCH ,k −
1. Therefore, yk (r) = 0 for r = L3,L3 + 1, · · · ,L2,k − 1.

4Generally, CFO is related to transmitter and receiver pair instead of
subband directly. However, in order to simplify our derivation, we use εm,
i.e., CFO for each subband. We can always set εm1 = εm2 (for m1,m2 ∈
[0, 1, · · · ,M − 1]) if both m1-th and m2-th subbands belong to the same
user.
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Generally, the selected ZP length is insufficient to reduce the
overhead in the system. In other words, the non-zero y(r) for
r = L3,L3+1, · · · ,L2,k−1will overlap with the next UFMC
symbol, causing ISI.

Let us assume Nos,k = 2ηkN point DFT is performed
on yk (r, t) followed by down sampling by factor of ηk .
Therefore,

xk (d) =
L3∑
r=0

∞∑
e=−∞

L1−1−LTC∑
l=LTC,U

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
i=0

∑
n∈Um

e
j2π [i(n+εm)−dr]

N

· hk (r−l−eL3+τk+LTC,U , r−τk )fm(l−i)a(n)

+ vos,k (d) (19)

Equation (19) is a complete signal model taking the insuf-
ficient ZP, CFO and TO into consideration. xk (d) is a length
N series and only xk (d) at d-th subcarrier that belongs to
k-th user will be extracted for further symbol detection. In the
next subsection, we will split (19) into three components,
i.e., desired signal, ICI and ISI and express their powers for
SINR and capacity calculation.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let us assume that the n-th subcarrier of the multicarrier
symbol belongs to the k-th user and the m-th subband. The
modulated symbols an1 and an2 are uncorrelated if n1 6= n2
∀n1, n2 ∈ U . Moreover, since information symbols within
different UFMC symbols are uncorrelated and E |a(n)|2 =
ρ2sym, we can write the power of the signal received at the
n-th subcarrier in terms of desired signal, ISI, ICI and noise
as follows:

Px(n) = PD(n)+ PICI (n)+ PISI (n)+
L2,k
N
σ 2, (20)

where

PD(n) = ρ2symE |β(n, n, 0)|2,

PICI (n) = ρ2sym
∑

t∈Um,t 6=n
E |β(n, t, 0)|2,

PISI (n) = ρ2sym

∞∑
e=−∞,e 6=0

∑
t∈Um

E |β(n, t, e)|2, (21)

and β(n, t, e) can be expressed as:

β(n, t, e) =
L3∑
r=0

L1−1−LTC∑
l=LTC,U

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
i=0

e
j2π [i(n+εm)−rt]

N

× hk (r−l−eL3+τk+LTC,U , r−τk )fm(l−i).

(22)

To simplify the derivation of |β(n, t, e)|2, let us define

Tm(l1, l2) = Bm(l1)B∗m(l2), (23)

where Bm(l1) =
∑N−1

i=0 e
j2π i(n+εm)

N fm(l − i). Using (23),
we have

E |β(n, t, e)|2 =
L1−1−LTC∑
l1=LTC,U

l1∑
l2=LTC,U

M−1∑
m=0

Tm(l1, l2)
L3∑

r=l1−l2

e
−j2π t(l1−l2)

N R(r − l1 + τk + LTC,U , l1 − l2)

+

L1−1−LTC∑
l1=LTC,U

L1−1−LTC∑
l2=l1

M−1∑
m=0

Tm(l1, l2)
L3−1−(l2−l1)∑

r=l1−l2

e
−j2π t(l1−l2)

N R(r − l1 + τk + LTC,U , l1 − l2).

(24)

In the presence of interference, the SINR of the n-th
subcarrier can be written as

SINR(n) =
PD(n)

PICI (n)+ PISI (n)+ σ 2L2,k/N
. (25)

Taking the overhead into consideration, the capacity of the
whole bandwidth can be written as

C =
N
L3

N−1∑
n=0

log2[1+ SINR(n)], (26)

where L3 = N + LF,max − 1+ LZP is the symbol length and
N
L3

is the spectrum efficiency factor.

C. CHANNEL EQUALIZATION
Based on the derived signal model in the presence of receiver
imperfections and insufficient ZP/TC length, the channel
equalization algorithms can be updated accordingly. In this
paper, two most widely used linear equalizers: ZF (zero-
forcing) and MMSE (minimum mean square error) are
considered. The equalizer for the n-th subcarrier can be
expressed as

Wn =
β(n, n, 0)H

|β(n, n, 0)|2 + νσ 2
eff /ρ

2
sym
, (27)

where ν is a parameter defined by

ν =

{
0 ZF receiver
1 MMSE receiver

(28)

and

σ 2
eff = PISI + PICI +

L2,k
N
σ 2, (29)

where σ 2
eff is the effective noise power taking ISI and ICI into

consideration.

IV. FILTER LENGTH AND ZP LENGTH OPTIMIZATION
According to the capacity expression in (26) and the SINR in
(25), the capacity of the UFMC system are affected by two
adjustable factors, i.e., filter length and ZP/TC length, in an
intricate manner. It is obvious from (26) that unnecessarily
long filter length and ZP length/TC length is likely to lead to
capacity reduction due to the overhead. On the other hand,
too short ZP and filter length/TC length may also cause per-
formance loss since system is not robust against the various
imperfections andmultipath fading channels. Next, we design
the optimal UFMC system maximizing capacity subject to
various constraints.
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1) OPTIMAL FILTER AND ZP LENGTH WITHOUT
TOTAL OVERHEAD CONSTRAINT
In the first instance, let us consider the case when filters in
all subbands have the same length, i.e., LF,0 = LF,1 =
· · · ,LF,M−1 = LF,equal . By fixing the filter length LF,m to a
constant value, we can formulate the following optimization
problem in terms of ZP/TC length LZP to maximize system
capacity:

max
LZP

C s.t. LF,equal = L̄F and LZP ≥ L̄ZP, (30)

where L̄F is a constant integer larger than zero. The second
constraint is only required for TC case to avoid high level of
OoB emission level. Unfortunately, the optimization problem
can not be solved analytically due to the complex cost func-
tion. In the simulations, numerical methods will be adopted
to solve (30).

On the other hand, we can optimize the filter length subject
to a constraint on the ZP length:

max
LF,equal

C s.t. LZP = L̄ZP and LF,equal ≥ L̄F . (31)

The constraint LF,equal ≥ L̄F > 0 is added to meet the
required OoB emission level. Again, L̄ZP is a constant and
it is not necessarily greater than zero.

Optimization problems in equation (30) and (31) are likely
to yield local optimal values since both LF,m and LZP affect
the performance and they are correlated. Therefore, we define
the following generalized global optimization problem:

max
LZP,LF,equal

C s.t. LF,equal ≥ L̄F . (32)

Comparing to (30) and (31), (32) is an unconstrained opti-
mization on either filter length or ZP length and, consequently
leads to global optimization in terms of capacity.

2) EQUAL ZP AND FILTER LENGTH FOR ALL SUBBANDS
WITH OVERHEAD CONSTRAINT
For a given system with fixed overhead budget (i.e., filter
length plus ZP/TC length), selection of filter length and
ZP length, such that their sum does not exceed the over-
head budget, is another optimization problem of interest.
For instance, reasonably longer filter length can improve the
system frequency and time localization property and make
it more robust to multipath fading channel, CFO and TO.
However, it also implies a shorter ZP length and larger ISI
may be caused in the multipath fading channel. Therefore,
the capacity maximization optimization problem can be for-
mulated as:

max
LZP,LF,equal

C

s.t. LF,equal + LZP = L̄OH and LF,equal ≥ L̄F , (33)

where L̄OH is the system overhead that is equal to or larger
than zero. Unlike (30), (31) and (32), where the overall
overhead is not a constraint, the optimization in (33) can
be conducted only by distributing the allocated overhead

between filter length and ZP length. Therefore, optimization
in (33) can not outperform (32). However, this optimization
is suitable for the scenarios wherein the system is designed
with fixed overhead.

3) UNEQUAL ZP AND FILTER LENGTH FOR ALL SUBBANDS
WITH OVERHEAD CONSTRAINT
In the multi-user case, it is reasonable to assume that each
user experiences a different channel and has different receiver
performance. Therefore, the optimization can be performed
within each user subject to the equal symbol length (i.e., filter
length plus ZP length for each user equals a constant). Then
optimization (33) can be generalized as

max
LZP,LF

C

s.t. LF + LZP = L̄OH1 and LF,m ≥ L̄F
for m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1, (34)

where LZP = [LZP,0,LZP,1, · · · ,LZP,M−1] and LF =

[LF,0,LF,1, · · · ,LF,M−1]. With different subband band-
widths, channel lengths or different receivers in MU case,
(34) gives more degree of freedom to adjust the parameters
as compared to optimization in (33). This is likely to lead
to better performance in versatile environments. However,
the complexity of (34) is much higher than optimization prob-
lem (33) since the search space is L̄MOH instead of L̄OH for (33).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we use Monte-Carlo simulations to compare
the simulated and analytical results to verify the accuracy
of derived signal models in (20) and the proposed propo-
sitions. In addition, the optimization problems proposed in
(30), (31), (32) and (33) will be examined in various channels
and transceiver imperfections. Finally, we will verify the
proposed equalization algorithms in (27) and compare with
OFDM and SoTA UFMC systems in terms of BER.

We adopt the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Long Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-A defined radio frame
structure, i.e., the whole bandwidth consists of 1200 sub-
carriers with subcarrier spacing 1f = 15 KHz and the
symbol duration 1T = 1/1f = 1/15000 s. In order
to demonstrate the results clearly and without loss of gen-
erality, we consider that the middle N = 36 subcarriers
have been divided into M = 3 equal bandwidth subbands
occupied by K = 3 users, i.e., Ni = 12 for i = 0, 1, 2.
Simulations are performed in three 3GPP specified chan-
nel models, i.e., Extended Pedestrian-A (EPA), Extended
Vehicular-A (EVA) and Extended Typical Urban (ETU) [6] as
well as International Telecommunication Union (ITU) spec-
ified channel model for Hilly Terrain (HT). We assume that
the channel is static between the adjacent symbols. The signal
is modulated using 16-QAM with normalized power and the
input SNR is controlled by the noise variance. We adopt
FIR Chebyshev filter [2] with 50 dB side lobe attenuation.
For fair comparison, we assume the ZP length for OFDM
system is the same as the total overhead for UFMC system
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(i.e., LF,max − 1+ LZP). We also provide the results of ideal
case (i.e., no CFO, TO and sufficient ZP length) for both
UFMC and OFDM systems as benchmarks.

A. SIGNAL MODEL VERIFICATION
To investigate the effect of CTO, TO and insufficient ZP
length on system performance in terms of desired signal
power, ICI power and ISI power, we consider the channels for
the three users are EVA, ETU and EPA, respectively. The fil-
ter length LF,equal = 128 and ZP length LZP = 16 for UFMC
systems. The receivers of the three users are assumed to have
different values of CFO and TO, with ε = [ε0, ε1, ε2] =
[0.06, 0.15, 0.04] and τ = [τ0, τ1, τ2] = [160, 256, 80] sam-
ples which correspond to 0.078, 0.125, 0.039 of LTE/LTE-A
symbol duration.

FIGURE 4. Desired signal power versus subcarrier index for both ideal
and interference cases.

Analytical results for desired signal PD(n) derived in equa-
tion (21) are compared with simulation results and shown in
Fig. 4, where all of the analytical results match the simulation
results, which shows the effectiveness and accuracy of the
derived signal models. In both ideal and non-ideal cases, the
UFMC system shows frequency selectivity over each sub-
band, while theOFDMsystem shows equal response at differ-
ent subcarriers. It also verifies the Proposition 2 in Section II
that the middle subcarriers of each subband in UFMC system
experience higher gain than the same subcarrier in an OFDM
system. Whereas, at the edge of each subband, the UFMC
system suffers power loss as compared to the OFDM system
both in ideal and interference cases.

The analytical results for ICI and ISI power in equation
(21) and simulation results for both UFMC and OFDM sys-
tems are shown in Fig. 5. Again, the simulation results match
analytical results for all cases. Due to the subband filtering,
the UFMC system shows frequency selectivity along subcar-
rier in each subband. However, the UFMC system suppresses
the interference to a much lower level than the OFDM system
in all subcarriers, especially for those (the last one) with small
error. It is also observed from these results that for the three

FIGURE 5. ICI and ISI power versus subcarrier index for both ideal and
interference cases.

subbands with different receiver error, the UFMC system
shows better error isolation property than the OFDM system.
Specifically, the last subband (subcarrier index from 24 to 35)
has much lower CFO and TO than the adjacent subbands,
as shown in the figure where the third subband suffers from
much lower ICI and ISI than the first two subbands. However,
for the OFDM system, the results show that the third subband
has only limited interference power reduction and prove that
error propagation occurs among subcarriers.

FIGURE 6. Output SINR versus subcarrier index for both ideal and
interference cases.

The analytical (in equation (22)) and simulated output
SINR for both UFMC andOFDM systems are shown in Fig. 6
for input SNR = 15 dB (i.e., σ 2

= −15 dB). It is observed
that UFMC exhibits large SINR variation along the subcar-
riers in each subband in the error free case, while OFDM
system shows a relatively flat line in ideal case. However,
this is changed due to receiver errors and insufficient ZP,
as we can see that UFMC outperforms OFDM system for
each subcarrier even for subcarriers at the edge of subbands.
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This verifies that in the presence of insufficient ZP length
and/or transceiver imperfections, the subband filter in UFMC
system can improve the performance as compared to OFDM
system.

B. OPTIMIZATIONS
Next, we examine the optimization problems formulated in
(30), (31), (32) and (33) by comparing with the simulation
results considering various parameters. To simplify the anal-
ysis, wewill use the same channel (ETU channel for all cases)
and values of CFO and TO for all of the three users. Unless
specified otherwise, all of the parameters remain the same as
in the previous simulation in Section V-A.

FIGURE 7. System capacity versus filter length and ZP length (circles:
simulated results; lines: analytical results), left: capacity versus filter
length; right: capacity versus ZP/TC length.

Let us first consider the optimization (31) with fixed ZP
length L̄ZP = 0. In order to show the impact of filter length
on the system performance and the optimal solutions and its
relationship with the error level, the capacity is plotted versus
the filter length for different values of ε and τ in the left
hand side subplot in Fig. 7. It can be seen from these results
that the simulated and analytical curves overlap for all values
of CFO and TO under study. Moreover, increasing values of
CFO and TO increase the optimal filter length LF,m. This
implies that longer filter is required to combat larger receiver
imperfections. Although longer filter can reduce the capacity
degradation caused by larger CFO and TO, however, the peak
values decrease with increased synchronization errors. In the
absence of CFO and TO (ε = 0 and τ = 0), the capacity
reduces worse than linear with increasing filter length due to
both filter tail induced overhead and performance loss caused
by frequency selective filter response.

By fixing the filter length L̄F = 196, capacity is shown
in the right hand side subplot of Fig. 7 as a function of the
ZP/TC length LZP for different channels. Note that LZP > 0
and LZP < 0 for the x-axis correspond to ZP and TC
cases, respectively. The optimal ZP length for both LTE
EPA and ETU channels is zero, i.e., neither ZP nor TC is
required. However, the optimal ZP length is around 300 sam-
ples to combat the multipath fading channel in HT channel.
In addition, the larger delay spread in HT channel leads

to a much smaller maximum optimal capacity. The optimal
capacity achieved in ETU channel is slightly larger than
capacity in EPA channel. This is due to the reason that ETU
channel is more frequency selective than EPA channel, which
may result in a high possibility to have significantly larger
SINR in some subcarriers than EPA channel. According to
the system capacity calculation method in (26), the SINR in
these subcarriers can increase

∑N−1
n=0 log2[1+ SINR(n)], also

notice that they have the same optimal overhead N
L3
, which

leads to the ETU channel outperforming EPA channel.

FIGURE 8. System capacity (bps/Hz) versus filter length LF ,m and ZP
length LZP .

To study the global optimal filter length and ZP length,
we plot 3D results in Fig. 8 by varying both LF and LZP.
To avoid confusion, only the analytical result is given. From
the results, we verify the proposed optimization problem
formulated in (33), i.e., selecting ZP and filter length for a
fixed overhead budget to achieve the optimal capacity.

FIGURE 9. System capacity versus filter length LF ,equal for fixed
overhead L̄OH (circles: simulated results; lines: analytical results).

From Fig. 9 we can see the simulation and analytical
results closely match for all four values of overhead under
consideration. The capacity versus filter length behavior dif-
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fers for different overhead budget L̄OH . For lower overhead
L̄OH = 80, maximum capacity is achieved when all of the
budget is used to accommodate a long filter length and there
is no ZP at all. For larger overhead limit (from L̄OH = 176 to
L̄OH = 336), the optimal filter length is fixed, which means
that the total overhead proportion for filter is decreased.
However, the maximum value decreases due to two reasons:
a), long overhead leads to reduced capacity; b), from the
perspective of output SINR performance, too long overhead
can also cause performance loss since the noise error level
linearly increases as the ZP length increases.

FIGURE 10. BER performance versus input SNR.

C. NEW CHANNEL EQUALIZATION ALGORITHMS
Finally, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed equal-
ization algorithm given in equation (27) in the presence of
CFO, TO and insufficient ZP/TC length. The results are com-
pared with the OFDM system, original UFMC system and the
ideal case serving as benchmarks. The original UFMC system
refers to the one that adopts the same channel equalization
algorithm (e.g., MMSE) without considering the synchro-
nization errors based on equation (7). Note that the MMSE
and ZF equalizers show similar trend, we only present results
for the MMSE-based algorithm. Simulations were performed
using HT channel and two sets of interference parameters:
the first set refers to the lower values of interference with
εL = [0.01, 0.03, 0.02]; τL = [16, 32, 16] and LZP = 48,
while the second set refers to higher interference values as
εH = [0.05, 0.1, 0.1]; τH = [32, 64, 48] and LZP = 144.
The filter length is fixed, i.e., LF,m = 64 for all cases.
Comparing the OFDM with UFMC system in ideal cases,
it is seen in Fig. 10 that OFDM slightly outperforms UFMC
system, thus verifying the Proposition 5 in Section II-C.
However, in the presence of insufficient ZP, CFO and TO,
the UFMC system shows its advantage over the OFDM sys-
tem by suppressing errors effectively. This is consistent with
our analysis and the simulation results shown in the previous

subsections. For smaller synchronization errors, the UFMC
system can achieve nearly the same performance as the
ideal case, while the OFDM system suffers a significant
performance loss. Larger synchronization errors cause perfor-
mance loss in the UFMC system, however, compared with the
OFDM system, UFMC can still achieve considerable gain.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
TheMU-UFMC system has been modeled and analyzed with
perfect receiver and sufficient ZP length between symbols in
the work. Several propositions and system properties includ-
ing the conditions for interference-free one-tap equalization
and performance in comparison to OFDM system have been
proposed in this paper. We proved analytically the reasons of
performance loss in the UFMC system in terms of subband
average SNR, capacity per subcarrier and BER in comparison
to the OFDM system in ideal case. The model is extended
to the scenarios of transceiver errors and insufficient ZP
length/TC, where the analytical power for desired signal, ICI
and ISI are derived and a new set of equalization algorithms
is proposed by taking these error factors into consideration.
Based on this analytical framework, we proposed a set of
criteria to optimize filter length and ZP/TC length subject
to various constraints to maximize the system capacity. Our
theoretical analysis and optimization problems have been val-
idated via extensive simulations and analysis. The analytical
framework developed in this paper reveals in-depth insights
into the system behavior under different conditions and pro-
vides a valuable reference for the design and development of
practical UFMC systems.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Obviously, to achieve ISI-free transmission (yk,ISI = 0)
for the k-th user, zero padding length should satisfy LZP ≥
LCH ,k − 1, i.e., the current symbol can not overlap the next
in multi-path channel environments. Next, we focus on the
conditions of achieving ICI-free one-tap equalization.

Let us pad Nos,k − L2,k zeros at the end of yk to yield
ỹk = [yk ; 0(Nos,k−L2,k )×1] ∈ CNos,k×1. Assume DH

Nos,k is the
normalized Nos,k × Nos,k DFT matrix with DH

Nos,kDNos,k =

INos,k . Applying Nos,k -point DFT to ỹk can be equivalently
written as:

z̃k = DH
Nos,k ỹk = DH

Nos,k (B̃k (t)
M−1∑
m=0

AmDmam + ṽk ), (35)

where B̃k (t) = [Bk (t); 0(Nos,k−L2,k )×(N+Lmax,F−1)] and ṽk =
[v; 0(Nos,k−L2,k )×1], respectively. Equation (35) can be refor-
mulated as z̃k = DH

Nos,k (B̄k (t)
∑M−1

m=0 ĀmD̃mam + ṽ), where
D̃m = [Dm; 0N(os,k−N )×N ] and B̄k (t) is the circulant
matrix of channel with the first column being h̄k (t) =
[hk (t); 0(Nos,k−LCH ,k )×1] and Ām is the circulant matrix of
filter at the m-th subband with the first column being
f̄m = [fm; 0(Nos,k−LF,m)×1]. Since DH

Nos,kDNos,k = INos,k ,
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we have

z̃k = DH
Nos,k B̄k (t)DNos,k

∑M−1

m=0
DH
Nos,k Ām

·DNos,kD
H
Nos,k D̃mam + DNos,k ṽk . (36)

Using the circular convolution property of B̄k (t) and Ām,

DH
Nos,k B̄k (t)DNos,k =

√
Nos,kdiag[DNos,k h̄k (t)] = HNos,k (t)

DH
Nos,k ĀmDNos,k =

√
Nos,kdiag(DNos,k f̄m) = FNos,k ,m, (37)

where HNos,k (t) and FNos,k ,m are diagonal matrices com-
prising of the frequency domain response of channel
and filter, respectively. The n-th diagonal element of
HNos,k (t) and FNos,k ,m can be written as Hk (n, t) =∑LCH ,k−1

l=0 e−j2πnl/Nos,khk (l, t) and Fm(n) =
∑LF,m−1

l=0

e−j2πnl/Nos,k fm(l).
Substituting (37) in (36), and down sampling z̃k by a factor

of ηk , we have

(z̃k )↓ηk =
M−1∑
m=0

(HNos,k )
↓ηk (FNos,k ,m)

↓ηk (DH
Nos,k D̃m)↓ηkam

+ (DNos,k ṽk )
↓ηk , (38)

where both (HNos,k )
↓ηk and (FNos,k ,m)

↓ηk are diagonal
matrices. To achieve the ICI-free one-tap equalization,
(DH

Nos,k D̃m)↓ηk should be a non-zero diagonal matrix. The

i-th column and m-th row element of (DH
Nos,k D̃m)↓ηk can be

written as d̃(i,m) =
∑N

l=0 e
−j2πηk il/Nos,k ej2ηk in/N . To make

the matrix non-zero diagonal, (DH
Nos,k )

↓ηk and D̃m should be
taking from the orthogonal basic, and it holds true only if
Nos,k is an even multiple of N , i.e., Nos,k = 2ηkN , ηk ∈ R+,
and in this case (DH

Nos,k D̃m)↓ηk = 1
√
2ηk

I. Combining with

the inequality Nos,k ≥ L2,k , we have ηk ≥ dlog2(
L2,k
N )e. For

the noise, the n-th element of (DNos,k ṽ)
↓ηk can be expressed

as vos,k (n) =
∑L2,k

l=0
1√
Nos,k

e−j2πnl/N vk (l). The n-th diag-

onal element of (HNos,k )
↓ηk and (FNos,k ,m)

↓ηk can be writ-
ten as Hk (n, t) =

∑LCH ,k
l=0 e−j2πnl/Nhk (l, t) and Fm(n) =∑LF,m

l=0 e−j2πnl/N fm(l). Substitute into (38), we obtain z(n)
as given in (7), where 1

ρm
√
2ηk

Hk (n, t)Fm(n) and vos,k (n) are
scalar coefficients and processed noise. Both are indepen-
dent of the modulated symbols a(n) for n ∈ Um. Thus,
interference-free one-tap equalization can be performed.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
For normalized filter in them-th subband, we have |Fm(0)|2+
|Fm(1)|2 + · · · + |Fm(LF,m − 1)|2 = Nm. Using (8),
we obtain SNRm = 1

Nm
E{
∑

n∈Um SNR(n)} =
1
Nm

N
L2,kρ2m

ρ2CH ,k ·

ρ2sym

σ 2

∑
n∈Um |Fm(n)|

2
=

N
L2,kρ2m

ρ2CH ,k ·
ρ2sym

σ 2
. Whereas, the SNR

for OFDM system is independent of the subcarrier index and

is determined as SNRofdm = N
L2,k
ρ2CH ,k ·

ρ2sym

σ 2
.

Comparing SNR expression of UFMC to OFDM,
the only difference is the normalization factor ρ2m =
1
Nm

trace(DH
mA

H
mAmDm). To prove the performance loss,

let us first define ρ2B =
1
Nm

trace(DHAH
mAmD) =

1
Nm

trace(AmAH
m ) =

N
Nm

with D being normalized N -
point DFT matrix. ρ2B can be also defined as ρ2B =∑N−1

i=0
1
Nm

trace(AmdidHi A
H
m ) with di being the i-th column

of D. Then ρ2B =
1
Nm

∑N
i=1 trace(D

H
Nos,k ĀmDNos,kD

H
Nos,kdid

H
i

DNos,kD
H
Nos,k Ā

H
mDNos,k ) =

1
Nm

trace(|(FNos,k ,m)|
2 ˜̃Di) = 1

Nm

|(FNos,k ,m)|
2diag[ ˜̃Di] with

˜̃Di = DH
Nos,k d̃

H
i d̃iDNos,k . To sim-

plify the analysis, let us define the i-th diagonal elements

of ˜̃Di as
˜̃d i(l), then ρ2B =

1
Nm

∑Nos,k−1
l=0 |Fm(l)|2

˜̃d i(l). Let us

define ρ2B,ds =
1
Nm

∑b(Nos,k−1)/2ηk c
l=0 |Fm(l · 2ηk )|2

˜̃d i(l · 2ηk ).
It is easy to get ρ2B,ds =

N
Nm

1
2ηk and ρ2B,ot = ρ2B − ρ

2
B,ds =

N
Nm

[1 − 1
2ηk ]. Similarly, for the m-th subband, we can write

ρ2m =
∑

i∈Um
1
Nm

trace(AmdidHi A
H
m ) = ρ2m,ds + ρ

2
m,ot with

ρ2m,ds =
1
Nm

1
2ηk Nm =

1
2ηk . According to the property of

the filter, the majority power is at the diagonal elements
of FNos,k ,m which belong to the m-th subband. Similarly,

trace( ˜̃D) = Nm and also the majority power is at the same
location, which means that the subcarriers which belong to
the m-th subband contribute more power to ρ2m than others,
results in ρ2m,ot ≥ (N − N

2ηk )
1
N and ρ2m = ρ

2
m,ds + ρ

2
m,ot ≥ 1,

i.e., 1
ρ2m
≥ 1. i.e., SNRm ≤ N

L2,max
%2

σ 2
= SNRofdm.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
In high-SNR region, average capacity per subcarrier can
be approximated as Cm ≈

1
Nm

∑
n∈Um E(log2[SNR(n)]).

Using the SNR expression in (8), we have Cm ≈
1
Nm

E(∑
n∈Um log2[α/ρ

2
m|Hk (n, t)|

2
|Fm(n)|2]

)
=

1
Nm

E
(
log2

[(α/ρ2m)
Nm5n∈Um |Hk (n, t)|

2
|Fm(n)|2]

)
. Since it is assumed

that the subband is narrow enough so that the subcarriers
lie in the coherence bandwidth, Cm ≈

1
Nm

E
(
log2[(α/ρ

2
m

|Hk (i, t)|2)Nm |5n∈UmFm(n)|
2]
)
, where i ∈ Um. Using inequal-

ity of arithmetic and geometric means [26] (pp20, Chapter 2),
we have |5n∈UmFm(n)|

2
≤ ( 1

Nm

∑
n∈Um |Fm(n)|

2)Nm =

( 1
Nm
Nm)Nm = 1. Then Cm ≤

1
Nm

E
(
log2[(α/ρ

2
m|Hk (i, t)|

2

1
Nm

)Nm ]
)
= E(log2[α/ρ2m|Hk (i, t)|2)]. As shown in

Appendix B, ρ2m ≥ 1, therefore, Cm ≤ E
(
log2[α|Hk

(i, t)|2]
)
= Cofdm.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
Using (12) and (13), we have BER(n) = $1 e−φ1 SNR(n) +
$1e−φ2 SNR(n), where $1 =

1
6 (1 −

1
√
Mmod

) and $2 =

1
3 (1 −

1
√
Mmod

). Then the average BER in the m-th sub-

band can be given as BERm = 1
Nm

E
[∑

n∈Um BER(n)
]
=

1
Nm

E
(
$1

∑
n∈Um e

−φ1SNR(n)+$2
∑

n∈Um e
−φ2 SNR(n)

)
. Let us

consider the two expressions one-by-one. Using inequality
of arithmetic and geometric means [26] (pp20, Chapter 2),
we have 1

Nm

∑
n∈Um e

−φ1SNR(n) ≥ (5n∈Ume
−φ1 SNR(n))1/Nm =

e−φ11/Nm
∑

n∈Um SNRm(n). Using the SINR equation in (8),
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we obtain

e−φ11/Nm
∑

n∈Um SNRm(n) ≈ e−φ11/Nm|Hk (i,t)|
2∑

n∈Umα1/ρ
2
m|Fm(n)|

2

= e−φ1|Hk (i,t)|
2α1/ρ2m .

Since both φ1 andNm are positive values, ρ2m ≥ 1 and accord-
ing to Proposition 2, it is trivial to obtain e−φ1|Hk (i,t)|

2α1/ρ2m ≥

e−φ1|Hk (i,t)|
2α .
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